INSPIRE 1 - INSPIRE 2  TETHERED DRONE

Top Loader Hard Case with Storm Protection. Quick Deploy with 90v to 265vac Input Available in 5 Colors

AutoTrack Tensioning System
Retract From Max AGL To Landing
Computer Controlled Management System

Underbelly Tether Support Dock Located At Center Of Gravity And Not At Rear
Allows For Consistent 4 way Motor Temperature

200' Ultra-Light custom tether cable.
90v to 265v 50/60 Hz (any grid on the globe)
Power system can be used with Inspire1, Inspire 2 & M200
Optional SD/HD cross converter for broadcast standards
Automatic landing with loss of ground power
No free flight restriction. Simply drop a fresh battery in and fly
See the Inspire 2 specifications for all the existing features
Lightweight Onboard Power Supply With Built In Power Management

Simple Autonomous Operation – Take off, hover, and land using the standard DJI Inspire software.
Thousands of hours of flight reliability logged globally
AutoTrack Tensioning System
The PowerLine tethered system mounts to your existing Inspire 2 drone. The onboard power supply simply mounts with 6 fasteners.
Inspire 2 has unmatched adaptability. Zoom & wide angle lens with 720 & 1080P Downlink transmission
Overtmp, Overvoltage, Overcurrent & Short circuit protection
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